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INTRODUCTION
Human Resource executives face a never-ending variety of evolving and often
overwhelming challenges when it comes to their benefits administration and enrollment.
As employee benefits become increasingly more complex, business-critical, and subject
to regulatory compliance requirements, employers must accurately assess their team’s
capacity when it comes to managing this important aspect of their success.
Whether you are considering outsourcing your benefits administration and enrollment
for the first time, or you’re a seasoned outsourcer searching for a better-fitting
technology solution, this At-A-Glance will take you through common considerations and
best practices to help find the right path for your business and help you make benefits
matter every day.
Consider your responsibilities and goals alongside your current capabilities. Is the status
quo meeting your expectations and your employees’ demands? Benefits move fast – so
be sure to think one, three, and even five or more years down the line. Is your benefits
team prepared to continue managing all future tasks as you do today – even as your
organization evolves?
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Insourcing: In-House Administration
Often, businesses that insource their benefits administration do so because they do not
feel comfortable relying on a third-party to manage and automate such crucial functions.
This discomfort is understandable: Employee benefits remain high-visibility stakes all year
round, and any errors in your benefits data and execution can spell disaster for employees
and quickly diminish confidence in your HR team.
Given this perspective, it’s no surprise that insourced organizations include those that have
never-before outsourced their benefits administration, as well as those that suffered with a
previous outsourcing experience due to a subpar solution or ill-fitting vendor.
Some decision-makers also believe that insourcing is more cost-efficient than adopting
an outsourced solution. However, insourcing presents its own costs, risks, and inefficiencies
that may not be immediately apparent – while the right outsourcing partner will minimize
risks, eliminate inefficiencies, and provide solutions that drive high returns on your
investment.
In fact, one report found that HR teams spend 25% less and utilize 30% less labor than
their peers when aided by the right processes and technology.1
Insourcing requires a continual internal investment in technology development, ongoing
training in the use of this technology, and constant vigilance and legal expertise regarding
regulatory compliance and changing requirements. For a best-in-class outsourcing
provider, benefits enrollment and administration is the sole focus.
When insourced, the requirements of benefits administration can easily overwhelm teams
that are often confined by strict budgets, the availability of outside departments (such
as IT), and limited time. Eventually, these demands can drain resources and drag HR’s
focus away from other important priorities, leave employees feeling dissatisfied and
unsupported, and even lead to major compliance risks that increase the risk of hefty
penalties.
If your benefits administration is currently insourced, or if you are thinking of moving
processes back in-house, take time to honestly evaluate your team’s bandwidth
and consider the true costs and impacts of insourcing on you, your team, and your
employees.
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Co-Sourcing: A Collaborative Middle-Ground
Co-sourcing is a collaborative approach to benefits administration, where select processes
remain in-house (most commonly, call center services), while the remaining responsibilities
are outsourced to a trusted provider.
This approach enables organizations to minimize the impact of burdensome administrative
tasks – such as enrollment and regulatory compliance – while maintaining control over
more employee-facing services. Co-sourced clients may have reservations about how
outsourcing might affect employees’ perceptions of their company culture and HR’s
effectiveness.
While protecting your company culture is a valid concern, you should know that outsourcing
does not have to mean relinquishing control of your culture or lowering your service
standards. In fact, a proven outsourcing partner will actually enrich the way employees
view their benefits and your company’s commitment to their wellbeing.
Co-sourcing can be an attractive option for companies that have the resources, budget,
and time to take on specific tasks and execute them as expected. Benefits continue to
become more complex, and employee expectations of benefits value and diversity
continues to rise; as such, more businesses are choosing to fully outsource their benefits
administration. In fact, 80% of today’s employers utilize outsourcing to manage at least one
benefits-related task, and 38% consider outsourcing to be a critical part of their benefits
strategy (a 41% increase since 2014).2
If the thought of full-service outsourcing has your team unnerved, take some time to
examine the why behind this reaction. When you hear the term “outsourced,” does it bring
to mind labyrinth-like phone trees, generic overseas call centers, repeated errors, and other
service nightmares? Or are you worried that you won’t really own your own data anymore?
If so, you’re not alone – but you don’t have to let these concerns hinder your potential.
Fully outsourcing with the right provider will deliver the infrastructure, technology, and
people you need to confidently handle all ranges of responsibilities as your company grows,
and help maintain compliance with regulatory requirements, such as the Affordable Care
Act (ACA) and COBRA.
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Co-Sourcing: A Collaborative Middle-Ground (cont.)
The people element powering your outsourcing provider is a critical part of ensuring service
quality and culture integrity. A true partner will make it their mission to become an extension
(not a replacement) of your own internal HR team – whether they are addressing your
operational needs or assisting an employee with enrollment. Regardless of whether you
outsource or co-source, you should expect to receive dedicated service from a cohesive
and invested team of benefit experts that get to know you, your benefit offering, business
strategy, and company culture.
A truly client-adaptive provider will begin building a solid foundation for your partnership
on day one, utilizing a cohesive team from the start of implementation and into daily
service. Throughout the implementation process, this team will gain valuable expertise
regarding your unique solution, which they can then leverage when day-to-day service
begins. This ensures that you receive a consistent level of service quality and responsiveness
– no matter what changes may come to your benefits strategy down the road.
For certain organizations, co-sourcing is the right call to address their current requirements
or circumstances. If considering co-sourcing, however, don’t overlook the advantages of
outsourcing when offered by a provider that truly understands your business.
Today the movement towards benefits administration outsourcing remains prevalent, with
40% of employers now utilizing HR technology to manage their benefits administration. 78%
of employers use third-party benefits administration technology, and over half of those
employers choose to fully outsource their administration.2
Many times, a previously co-sourced client will make the shift to full outsourcing once they
gain confidence that their benefits are being properly handled – but this hesitation results in
lost time that could have been dedicated to achieving larger strategic goals.
While you may have the resources to manage certain aspects of your benefits
administration in-house, ask yourself if those resources would be put to more meaningful
use if directed towards other priorities? Co-sourcing can be a viable option for some
companies, but don’t let common misconceptions about outsourcing limit the impact you
can have on your workforce and business.
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Full-Service Outsourcing: What to Consider
Full-service outsourcing lets HR leaders tackle the minutiae of benefits administration and
enrollment, and take control of their strategy, without worrying that something has been
left behind. Modern technology allows effective outsourcing solutions to organizations of
all sizes and complexities: 81% of highly digital employers say they are satisfied with their
benefits administration, compared to just 56% of their more paper-based peers.2
Large employers tend to outsource benefits administration due to the size of their
workforces, the use of multiple offices or locations, the assurance of government regulations
and mandates, and the sheer complexity of their benefit programs – which can often involve
multiple populations such as union workers, retirees, and employees with grandfathered
benefit plans. Mid-sized and smaller organizations find they also benefit significantly from
outsourcing, which can help solve for a lack of internal resources and expertise.
In some cases, an outsourcing service team will gain the most complete understanding
of their client’s benefit offering (even when compared to the client’s own HR team). This
expertise leads to invaluable insights and best practice recommendations that can
measurably improve outcomes and drive greater ROI.
To determine if outsourcing is right for your company, you’ll need to identify your priorities.
Consider your current and future responsibilities and goals alongside your internal
capabilities. Which of the following factors and outcomes are most critical to your success?
•

Reducing the cost of your benefits administration.

•

Improving the overall employee experience through streamlined enrollment processes,
consumer-driven design, and innovative coverage options.

•

Ensuring ongoing regulatory compliance.

•

Freeing up internal HR/Benefits resources to focus on core business needs and more
strategic initiatives.

•

Increasing employee engagement, communication, and comprehension through
robust decision-support tools and year-round employee support in cost and provider
recommendations.
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Full-Service Outsourcing: What to Consider (cont.)
•

Providing competent, consistent administration of services such as COBRA, FSAs, and HSAs.

•

Reducing internal investments in infrastructure or technology maintenance and one-off
development, or integrating various standalone point solutions.

•

Utilizing real-time reporting insights to manage enrollment, support budgeting, and
measure carrier and vendor performance.

Whether you’re looking at outsourcing for the very first time, or you are considering leaving
your current provider, there are a few central reasons that encourage this change.
Most HR leaders identify closely with one or more of the following five compromises
which drive their search for a new benefits administration provider. Which of the
following describe you?
1. Our current solution no longer fits because something has changed about our business,
our strategy or industry regulations.
2. Our current solution doesn’t work due to noncompliance, data inaccuracies, eligibility
rules applied incorrectly, or poor employee experience.
3. Our HR team is working too hard and spends too much time researching employee
concerns, resolving issues, reconciling data, or redoing work.
4. Our account service team is not responsive, changes take too long, they are not
proactive, or they don’t understand health and welfare benefits or our business.
5. Our current solution costs too much, we get charged for every small change, and
changes take too long to implement, so we are not seeing the value for the cost of our
system and services.
Identifying your priorities and concerns from the two bolded questions above will help you
recognize which issues and goals you want your benefits administration solution to address.
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Making the Move to Outsourcing: Is it Right for My Business?
HR and benefits executives across every company size and industry are realizing the
advantages that outsourcing brings to their businesses. Leveraging a modern benefits
administration vendor can provide the technology and expertise to help you eliminate
compromises, mitigate risks, and stay prepared for future changes.
So, how can you decide if outsourcing your benefits administration is right for your
organization?
A good place to start is by asking your internal staff and business partners the following
questions:
•

Do we have the appropriate resources and infrastructure to handle all aspects of our
benefits administration in-house?

•

Do we have the financial support to develop and maintain the skill sets and technology
needed to most effectively manage our benefits administration?

•

Do we have the in-house expertise to understand and keep up with complex regulatory
compliance requirements?

•

Can we continue to support the strategic initiatives necessary for our company’s growth
while also internally managing all of our daily administrative functions?

•

Are we providing the personalized support employees need to make smarter benefit
choices, efficiently utilize their benefits, and live healthier, happier lives?

If you answered “no” to any of these questions, now may be a smart time to discuss how
a best-in-class benefits administration outsourcing partner can positively impact your
company.
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CONCLUSION
With the right partner, outsourcing can help increase your team’s productivity, increase
employee engagement and retention, and lower costly errors and risks. However, the
benefits administration partner you choose must be capable of tailoring to your unique
strategy and goals, and adapt and scale to changes within your organization and industry
over time.
Whether outsourcing your benefits administration for the first time or making the move
to a new vendor, the ultimate goal is to make the most of your investment and ensure
long-term success. Focus on your priorities and maintain an open and honest dialogue
about what you want to accomplish. With the right perspective, you and your team can
identify the outsourcing partner that delivers the ideal blend of technology, processes, and
people to support your business as it evolves.
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ABOUT EMPYREAN
Empyrean Benefit Solutions looks to enrich employees’
lives by making benefits matter every day.
Empyrean provides employee benefit solutions
without compromise through the development and
delivery of software and services.
Founded in 2006, Empyrean serves more than 3.6
million participants annually across a wide spectrum
of sizes, industries, and complexities.
Visit www.GoEmpyrean.com for more information.
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